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COMMENTARY

Bayesians in clinical trials: Asleep at the switch
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SUMMARY

The refreshing Bayes perspective has much to offer biostatistics. Yet, from its 225-year-old roots sprung
difficulties that blocked its growth at the beginning of the 20th century. Computational obstacles in concert
with an inability to identify the best indifferent prior revealed a weakness on which frequentists capitalized.
It took Bayesians 40 years to recover, allowing the infant field of biostatistics to fall firmly in the hands
of the frequentists. Recent disillusionment with the frequentist perspective, and its hegemony of p-values,
has produced a second opportunity for the Bayesian philosophy to make solid contributions to clinical
trials.

However, difficulty with the applicability of the likelihood principle, problems with prevalent prior
‘disinformation’ in clinical medicine, in concert with the complexity of truly representative loss functions
threaten again to thwart the Bayesian march into biostatistics. Seven suggestions are offered to the
Bayesians to help them adapt to the rigors of clinical research. Copyright q 2007 John Wiley & Sons,
Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION

Even its critics must admit that the Bayesian point of view with its new and refreshing perspective
for biostatistics can, like the first spring breeze blowing through a musty room, be energizing.
Allowing the scientist to focus on the hypothesis that he or she actually believes (rather than
being forced to disprove what they do not believe) can be uplifting, and the facility to formally
incorporate relevant preliminary information is invigorating.

When first exposed to the Bayesian perspective, physician-scientists commonly react like weary
travelers who, after a long and perilous journey through alien lands, have finally come home. The
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notion that prior impressions and information, almost always in full supply, can now be formally
incorporated in an analysis is not just intuitive—its order-shattering thought process is liberating.
In fact, physician-researchers wonder aloud how the field of statistics ever allowed itself to stagger
away from this intuitive Bayesian point of view, available for hundreds of years.

Bayesians are now breaking down traditional barriers in clinical trials. The possibility of in-
cluding them was tentatively raised 30 years ago [1, 2]; now they boldly stake a claim on the
clinical trial landscape. Flexing their computational muscles, Bayesians demonstrate undeniably
impressive abilities in sample size computations [3–10], while others assess the causal nature of
the exposure–disease relationship when clinical preference drives the exposure [11]. The ethics of
the use of Bayes procedures have been discussed [12], and monitoring procedures from a Bayes
perspective have been formulated and adopted [13–16]. Bayes procedures are also being applied
to observational studies [17, 18], and a particular series of useful analysis on missing data is now
available [19]. The role of adaptive randomization in clinical trials, i.e. permitting the trends in
treatment effect within the trial itself to influence the proportion of patients who are allocated
to a particular therapy, is steadily expanding into Phase II clinical trial methodology [20, 21],
aiding drug discovery [22]. And, while several textbooks on Bayes procedures have been available
[23–25], there is now a textbook devoted solely to the application of Bayes procedures in clinical
trials [26].

In addition, the Bayesian approach has spilled into the pharmaceutical review and approval
process, attracting new attention from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA). The Center
for Devices and Radiological Health (CDRH) accepts Bayesian procedures as a standard statistical
approach. Approximately 10% of FDA approvals for medical and radiological devices (e.g. spinal
implants and cardiovascular stents) are based on Bayesian analysis. If required to go through
traditionally designed Phase III trials, these medical implements may have taken longer to become
available.

In fact, the use of Bayesian procedures is rising so rapidly that the uninitiated may be forgiven
for reacting like the newcomer to a beach during high tide. The onlooker concludes that, since the
water level is high now, it must always be so. Yet, the experienced observer appreciates tidal ebb
and flow, and the established clinical trial methodologist, disciplined by a long, bitter experience
with methodologic and clinical ‘breakthroughs’ that promised much but delivered little of practical
consequence, understands that the most useful perspective when assessing a new tool’s utility is
time and practice, followed by calm assessment.

While relatively new to biostatistics, the Bayesian perspective has existed for over 225 years,
almost three times longer than the Fisherian hypothesis-testing perspective, and four times longer
than the clinical trial mindset. It therefore would be useful to stop for a moment to see where
the Bayesian perspective has been, before we in biostatistics take the path it has chosen for our
future.

BAYES’ QUIET BOMBSHELL

The Reverend Thomas Bayes, having published only three manuscripts during his entire life, died
in 1761. Upon his death, his family asked the Reverend Richard Price to review the decedent’s
papers. Although the two reverends befriended each other in years past, they could not have been
more different. While Bayes was quiet, complacent, and relatively non-productive mathematically,
the contentious Reverend Price fought continuously with both his secular and religious superiors,
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going so far as to argue against the deity of His Majesty the King. Price gravitated to the topic
of his friend’s incomplete paper that he discovered, revised it [27], and presented the manuscript
before the Royal Society on 23 September 1763, giving Rev. Bayes full credit.

The paper addressed the vexing problem of inversion. Given two events A and B, probabilists of
the time struggled with how to compute P[A | B] from P[B | A]. The Bayes–Price paper generated
the notation and concept that we now know as Bayes Theorem, which states

P[Hypothesis |Evidence] = KP[Evidence |Hypothesis] ∗ P[Hypothesis] (1)

where K is a proportionality constant.
The idea was revolutionary. One starts with a collection of hypotheses, each of which is assigned

a probability. Evidence is then gathered (e.g. the results of a research effort), producing a new,
updated set of probabilities. This approach aligned nicely with the developing ideas of the scientific
method, in which one updates one’s scientific hypothesis through the collection of data. However,
the Bayes–Price work introduced the revolutionary revelation that an event’s probability need not
be fixed. Rather than have it anchored to a fixed proportion (or relative frequency) as ‘frequentists’
believed, it could be subjective, with its own metric which may or may not be quantifiable.

Simon Laplace threw his considerable intellect and engaging personality into the mix,§ justifying
the concept of subjective probability. For the next 120 years, well into the second decade of the 20th
century, the Bayesian approach attracted the attention of some of the best minds in mathematics
and probability. During the fecund 19th century, applied statisticians commonly constructed prior
distributions, obtained data, and updated the prior distribution to the posterior distribution [28, 29].
Then, as now, the Bayes approach embedded itself into many areas of applied statistics.

However, forward progress slowed in the early 20th century. While one difficulty revolved
around the computational complexity that rapidly arose in Bayesian mathematics, Bayes procedures
staggered under the weight of their own implications. Laplace had convincingly shown that any
probability distribution could function as a prior distribution, but this effort begged the question,
‘Which probability distribution serves as the best prior?’ Enunciation of the ‘indifference principle’
i.e. the idea that the prior distribution should express no bias toward one set of values, provided
some guidance to these early Bayesians. However, while this principle set the goal, it did not direct
how the goal could be achieved, and the hunt for this perfect non-preferential prior took on the
sense of an Arthurian search for a Bayesian Holy Grail. Bayesian forward momentum stagnated
at the beginning of the 20th century, stuck between the un-scalable mountain of the indifference
principle on the one hand, and the un-fordable river of statistical inference on the other.

Trapped there, the Bayesian philosophy was all but routed by Ronald Fisher and statistical
hypothesis testing. Fisher’s approach stunned many in science [30], catching the Bayesians
by surprise. Fisher, no friend of the Bayes point of view, claimed that he had broken the
back of the inference problem without having to rely on the concepts of subjective proba-
bility or prior distributions [31].¶ The relative frequency juggernaut rolled forward through the

§The teenaged Simon Laplace, understanding that his poor family could not finance his education, went from house
to house, alternately asking, cajoling, and demanding that the different households, themselves poor, provide money
for his training. The astonished neighbors acceded to his request, committing their hard-earned money to his
education. Few communities in history have had their investment so amply rewarded!
¶ It was Fisher who suggested that even Reverend Bayes discarded his inversion approach, refusing to publish it
during his lifetime.
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1930s on the foundational work of Egon Pearson, Jerzy Neyman [32, 33] and others
[34–38].

It was Harold Jeffreys who revived the Bayes perspective. Jeffreys’ seminal textbook, Theory
of Probability [39], opened the field of physical sciences to the modern Bayesian approach.
Jeffrey’s focused attention on the utility of Bayes procedures in the ‘hard sciences’ led to his
discovery of the ‘vague’ or ‘non-informative’ prior distribution [40, 41], a cornerstone of modern
‘objective’ Bayesian analysis. Vehemently defending the Bayes perspective, Jeffreys, [42–48] and
Savage [49, 50] stood for the application of Bayes philosophy to geology, engineering, and other
hard sciences [51]. The Bayesian–frequentist struggle was its most volatile during this tempestuous
time.

However, while the Bayesian fought fiercely for a central role in the hard sciences, biostatistics
moved quietly forward without them. The huge growth of medical research during World War II,
in combination with limited resources to fund and promulgate that work [52], produced the need
to develop an objective assessment of the ‘worthiness’ of a grant application for funding or a
manuscript for publication. In addition, there was wide spread dissatisfaction with the degree to
which unsubstantiated opinion insinuated itself in the medical research writing of the period.

Therefore, despite clear limitations [53], the Fisherian p-value of 0.05 was selected as the
new standard of medical research. The embrace of p-values by granting agents and academia
was followed by their wholesale acceptance by the regulatory industry and, consequently, the
pharmaceutical industry. Uniformity was sought, and (for better and for worse) was achieved,
effectively shutting the Bayesians out of mid-20th century modern medical research. Nevertheless,
Bayesians purposely moved forward again, now making solid inroads into fields where frequentist-
driven hypothesis testing had not taken such strong root, e.g. economics and astronomy.

Over the next 30 years, physician-scientists heard little from the Bayesians. However, the medical
research community’s wholesale embrace of the frequentist approach to inference in clinical trials
began to exact a toll, with the most withering attacks reserved for their strict enforcement of the
Fisherian p-value threshold [54–58]. A series of spectacular failures in clinical trial inference
(covered in the second half of this commentary) made many questions whether the frequentist
approach to clinical trials had outlived its usefulness.

By the 1990s, medical researchers were open to a new philosophy. The Bayesians, armed with
(1) a wealth of experience gained from their fiercely contested role in the physical sciences, and
(2) new computational tools, were standing by, waiting for their chance.

VALIDITY OF THE KEY INGREDIENTS

As it was at the beginning of the 19th century, so Bayesians would now have us believe at the
beginning of the 21st century that they are poised to capture the heart and mind of applied statistical
science. This time, the focus is health-care research in general and clinical trial methodology
in particular. However, they cannot decisively take this ground until they demonstrate how to
constructively apply the three innovations their philosophy generates: (1) the likelihood principle,
(2) the prior distribution, and (3) the loss function, to a field that poses unique and sometimes
treacherous dilemmas. Unfortunately, the challenges clinical investigation holds for the application
of these precepts may be just as daunting as the obstructions that stunted the growth of the applied
Bayesian biostatistics 100 years ago.
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The likelihood principle

The likelihood principle is one of the cornerstones on which the modern Bayes edifice now rests.
It stands for the elegant proposition that the only relevant part of an experiment is, in the end,
what has actually occurred [23]. While this simple statement may appear self-evident, Bayesians,
quite perceptively, fault frequentists in their standard violation of this foundational precept. The
frequentist argues that unobserved data can be just as influential as the observations that have
occurred. An illustration of the conundrum frequentists find themselves in when caught in a
likelihood principle violation was first developed by Pratt as an engineering problem [59], and
later adopted for the health-care research field [60] as follows:

‘I was just interested in producing a confidence interval for diastolic blood pressures in my
clinic’, one physician exclaimed to another at a clinical trial meeting. ‘That’s all I wanted to
do! I had an automated device that would read blood pressure very accurately and produce
data that appeared to be normally distributed with a mean of 87 and a standard deviation of
5. I turned the data over to a statistician for a simple analysis’.
‘When the statistician came to my clinic to share his findings, he had a conversation with the
staff nurse who told him that the automated blood-pressure-measuring device did not read
above 100mmHg. When I confirmed this, the statistician said that he now had to do a new
analysis, removing the underlying assumption of a normal distribution, since the blood pressure
cuff would read any diastolic blood pressures greater than 100mmHg as only 100mmHg. I
understood his point, but assured him that in my data, no patient had a diastolic blood pressure
greater than 97mmHg. Also, if there had been one, I would have called another clinic for a
backup automated device, equally sensitive to BP readings greater than 100mmHg’.
‘The statistician was relieved, thanked me, and returned to his office. However, after he left, I
noticed that my backup unit was broken, and e-mailed this circumstance to him. He e-mailed
me back, saying that he would have to redo the analysis after all! I was astonished and called
him immediately. Why should the analysis be redone? No blood pressure was greater than
100mmHg, so the broken backup device would not have had to be used. My measurements
were just as precise and accurate as they would have been if all instruments were working fine.
The results would have been no different. Soon he would be asking me about my stethoscope!’

To the Bayesian, the frequentist’s fixation on the availability of a confirmatory sphygmomanome-
ter is nonsensical. Since the data never required it, they ask, why be concerned about its presence?
At first glance, one can only be amused (or angered) by the feckless frequentist as portrayed.

However, the statistician depicted in the example is quite right in his demand to learn of the
availability of the backup meter, if his concern is generalizing to the population at large.‖ The
raison d’être of clinical trials is precisely this type of generalization.

The likelihood principle also suggests the inadvisability of the two-tailed hypothesis test. Two-
tailed testing ensures that there is adequate protection for the finding that a therapeutic intervention

‖Clearly, no backup unit is required in the sample, since every subject’s blood pressure was less than 100mmHg.
However, if the statistician is no longer concerned about what occurs in the sample, but in the population at
large, his concern about the backup meter is central. In order to generalize the findings to the population at large,
specifically in patients who have DBP>100mmHg they must have had the opportunity to be admitted to the sample
and had their blood pressure measured. If their blood pressure was >100mmHg, their BP would remain unknown
and hence the BP distribution would have to be censored. Generalization from the sample to the population requires
a violation of the likelihood principle.
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may produce harm. The investigator creates his or her critical region so that the null hypothesis is
rejected for hazard as well as for benefit. However, at the study’s conclusion, the test statistic can
only fall on one side of the distribution—it cannot be in both. Physician-scientists are commonly
confused about this, asking ‘Why, when we now know what side of the distribution the test
statistic is on, must we bother with the type I error allocated in the other tail?’, but frequentists
have successfully argued that, since they said prospectively that they would divide the type I error
into two, they should then follow through on their original plan. Bayesians argue that, since the
data do not identify harm, regardless of what they stated prospectively, the investigator can focus
all their concern on the benefit side. This is a central, clarifying difference. The likelihood principle
permits the Bayesian to divorce him- or herself from the prospectively declared methodology. The
frequentist would not.

In all fairness, one cannot fault this conclusion of Bayesian deductions without faulting the
logic of the frequentists as well. The theoretical optimality of the one-tailed test to the two-tailed
test has been established for many years. However, frequentists have learned to disregard such
artificial optimality in clinical trials where two-tailed testing appropriately dominates.

Will Bayesians use the likelihood principle to dismantle a foundation tenet of clinical trial
methodology—the importance of a prospective plan separate and apart from the data? Frequentists
insist that if a sample’s results are to be extended to the population, there must be in place
a population-derived methodology (i.e. a methodology that will apply to all members of the
population) for the evaluation of the sample results. However, the likelihood principle asserts that
the only methodology that should be used is a sample-based one. This is a tremendous paradigm
shift.

Prior information

In medicine, ‘prior belief’ is an amorphous mixture of fact-based knowledge with subjective
impressions. Acting on prior belief and its important subjective component is unavoidable in
clinical medicine, simply because we as physicians are required to treat diseases that we only
incompletely understand. Both the second-year medical student who must obtain a history from
a deaf–mute and the third year student vomited on by his patient during a physical examination
quickly learn the need to make clinical appraisals in the face of partial knowledge. Years later,
working as an expert surgeon in the operating suite and as an accomplished emergency room
physician, each would have mastered the ability to make decisions in the presence of imperfect
and sometimes incorrect information.

The challenge facing Bayesians in this arena are nothing short of monumental. Although we
desire a degree of belief of ‘1’ in all true propositions, and ‘0’ in all false propositions, this lofty
standard rises above what is achievable in clinical science [61]. Bayesians must therefore fall back
to the best, most accurate prior information available, but here lies the trap—in medicine, the best,
most accurate prior information is (1) frequently difficult to quantify and (2) commonly inaccurate,
if not outright wrong.

Clinical trial investigators are among the world’s greatest and saddest authorities in being led
astray by false leads and unreliable prior information. The Cardiac Arrhythmia Suppression Trial
(CAST), a one-sided (benefit-only) clinical trial designed to detect a beneficial effect of ecanide,
flecanide, and moritzacine, was prematurely ended in the face of overwhelming evidence that
two of these drugs (and eventually the third) generated excess mortality [62]. This study revealed
the difficulties that occur when research design is based on strong but incorrect physician belief
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[63].∗∗ Yet, the clinical trial permitted the true nature of the effect size to be revealed precisely
because the methodology utilized to measure the effect size was segregated from the prior belief.
This is not the case in Bayesian analysis, and a Bayesian approach to CAST in which the prior
belief influences the effect size estimator would have deepened the interpretational conundrum.
Other examples, e.g. the United Kingdom Prospective Diabetes Trial (UKPDS) [64–68], abound.

One useful device that we researchers use in our quest for truth is the measuring rod of con-
sistency. The observation that a set of different experiments, carried out by different investigators,
in different patients, using different study designs produce similar results bolsters our belief in
the truth of the findings. In this circumstance, our prior belief is smoothly updated and refined
through the cascade of consistency. This circumstance is tailored for the Bayesian statistician, who
requires reliable prior information.

Yet, even consistency can be a difficult track record to sustain in clinical research. The suggestion
that the anticholinesterase inhibitor vesnarione was first helpful [69] and then harmful [70] in
patients with congestive heart failure (CHF) flummoxed the cardiology community, wreaking
havoc with its ‘priors’. The collection of Evaluation of Losartan in the Elderly Study (ELITE)
[71–73] trials and Prospective Randomized Amlodipine Survival Evaluation (PRAISE) [74, 75],
each conducted to identify a beneficial effect of a medication demonstrate the wild ride that prior
information can take. In each study, the investigators were surprised by a finding of benefit, leading
them to conduct a second study to confirm the promising findings. Both second studies reversed
the findings of the first study, bringing the investigators back to their original prior. One can be
forgiven a sense of vertigo as one ponders the reaction of Bayesian trialists who must update their
prior repeatedly with information that suggests not just different magnitudes of effects but also
different directional effects.

It is difficult to create a consensus on prior information when different experiments purporting
to study the same problem produce conclusions that are mirror images of each other. While
frequentists are also troubled by this conflicting information, they can be comforted by the fact
that the estimate of effect size is not affected by the prior information. This is inefficient when the
prior information is accurate, but a useful buffer in the face of inaccurate prior ‘knowledge’.

There may be little solace in the use of meta-analyses in developing prior belief. The literature
contains useful discussions of the strengths and weaknesses of meta-analyses [76]. The controver-
sies they can produce are commonly focused on the studies included in the analyses, e.g. when
an analysis of corticosteroid use for brain injury [77] was believed to be flawed based on the
exclusion of an influential study that demonstrated a benefit [78]. Thus, while a small oasis in this
desert of prior information may appear as meta-analysis, the Bayesian must be especially cautious
that it is not a mirage.

Both Bayesians and frequentists alike lament the unreliability of prior information in many
clinical trials. However, only Bayesians are required to formally incorporate it into their measure
of efficacy. Even though frequentists must also build an effect size into the study (for sample
size computations), it does not directly affect the research data’s estimate of that effect. Yet, prior
information for Bayesians directly affects the estimate. There are many tools at their disposal
permitting them to distance themselves from faulty prior information—for example, the use of
vague, uninformative priors. However, the degree to which Bayesians distance themselves from

∗∗Much of the discussion is taken from Thomas Moore’s book, entitled Deadly Medicine.
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prior information is the degree to which they enter the land of the frequentist, where the strict rule
is to completely separate a priori belief from the evidence-based product of the research effort.

Loss function

The third contribution of Bayesian procedures to clinical trials is the loss function. This function
guides the Bayesian trialist in interpreting the posterior distribution, essentially telling Bayesians
how they should use the posterior distribution to come to a decision.

Bayesians have great flexibility in choosing the loss function for the circumstance. However,
in clinical medicine, real life loss functions are rarely accurately represented by dichotomous
loss, absolute error loss, or squared error loss; these useful didactic tools have little relevance
in clinical trials. For example, a patient’s blood sugar assessment must be accurate, but the loss
function varies depending on whether the patient is hypoglycemic (and overestimations may be
lethal) or hyperglycemic (where underestimates are intolerable). The overall loss function will be
complicated. Yet, it is incumbent upon the Bayesian who insists that the clinical research world is
ready for Bayesian methods to construct realist loss functions. We require that they depict the true
risk–benefit calculus the physician and their patients must work through as they ponder whether
a therapy’s salubrious effects are worth its adverse ones.

Asleep at the switch

Clearly, Bayesians have much good work before them as their reputation as clinical trialists moves
through its nascent period. Yet, few doubt that the technical obstacles in computing and assembling
helpful loss functions will block Bayesian progress for much longer. Bayesians will continue to
overcome computing obstacles as they have in the past, and their insight into the intricacies of the
complicated cost–benefit loss functions will only deepen over time.

Nevertheless, Bayesian biostatisticians labor under a dark cloud, i.e. the nagging suspicion that,
while the Bayesian philosophy may be a giant leap forward for other applied sciences, it represents
a step backward in clinical research. The embrace of prior, untested and subjective information, in
combination with the likelihood principle’s implications, creates a chaotic research environment in
which, once again, it will be difficult to disentangle fact-based result from expert but misleading
opinion.

Clinical medicine is overwhelmed with prior belief and opinion, which is many times both
honest and inaccurate. Without specific safeguards, use of Bayesian procedures will set the stage
for the entry of non-fact-based information that, unable to make it through the ‘evidence-based’
front door, will sneak in through the back door of ‘prior distributions’. There, it will wield its
influence, perhaps wreaking havoc on the research’s interpretation.

In addition, the likelihood principle, with its insistence on making decisions based only on
observations that have occurred and not on those that have not, reduces the moderating influence
of established methodology that was put in place to curb the inappropriate generation of sampling
error-generated results.

In essence, Bayesians willfully violate a cardinal rule in clinical trials—the isolation of prior
belief from effect size estimates. This predictable dilemma still awaits a coherent response from
the Bayesian community.

Frequentists have argued for years that clinical trial researchers must begin with not what they
believe, but what has been established as the standard. They then build a fact-based case against
this null hypothesis, and the research community requires the clinical trial to affirmatively and
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decisively reject the current community standard of care. This time-tested frequentist approach
makes clinical investigators uncomfortable, precisely because it so completely protects us from
our own natural weakness—our need to believe that the therapy that we are advocating will work!

We physicians are devoted, intelligent, and driven specialists; we are also quite human. We care
about the patients we see with a compassion that is uniquely ours, personified in the oath that we
take. As first responders to the Hurricane Katrina debacle, my colleagues and I did not function as
dispassionate observers of a human tragedy, we continuously consoled, actively treated, and were
deeply affected by the patients so desperate for attention and good medical care [79]. Physicians
just do not look for cures, we ache for them! So, when we learn of a potential new treatment,
our natural tendency is to give it the benefit of the doubt. It is difficult for physicians to keep in
mind how bad things may be with an untested intervention, in the face of the reality of how bad
things are without it. The frequentist approach plays the critical role of protecting us from our
own strong convictions about the effects of untested therapy.

This edifice separating the physician-scientist’s research from his or her own beliefs was not
easily built. It was assembled brick by brick through uncountably many debates, discussions
and arguments over the 60-year history of clinical trials. Yet, Bayesians, although supported by a
doctrine that has been in existence for over 225 years, did not participate in these pivotal discussions
during the formative years of clinical trial development. Bayesians were relatively unavailable as
frequentists argued repeatedly and heatedly with physicians that clinical research methodology
should be structured, that research questions should be stated objectively, that null findings should
be as easily interpretable as positive ones, and that we physicians must be concerned about the
possibility of therapy-induced harm even when we ‘believe’ that no harm will occur. Bayesians
were curiously absent for the five decades that these arguments raged furiously.

Yet now, when the investigator community finally understands the problems that stem from
relying on their own untested assumptions, and appreciates that the research benefits of a disciplined
methodology outweigh its risks, Bayesians burst onto the scene with a mathematical justification
for the use of prior information. The havoc from this confusion is something that the iconoclast
Reverend Price may have delighted in, but neither Bayesians nor their frequentist counterparts can
afford this now.

Frequentists have shed their intellectual and emotional blood building a wall that separates the
clinical investigators’ research execution and analysis from their prior belief. General George S.
Patton may have been right when he said that ‘fixed fortifications are monuments to the stupidity
of man’, but, nevertheless, disaster strikes in clinical trials when the wall is breeched. If Bayesian
trialists are not vigilant, the work that they have started to break this wall down will be used to
their own undoing, and we may very well have to wait to the beginning of the 22nd century for
the next Bayesian wave.

CONCLUSION

The following represent seven steps that Bayesians can take to improve their standing in the
community as rigorous clinical trialists.

Step 1: Take a strong stand for disciplined research methodology. Frequentists in clinical trials
have a well-enunciated perspective on research discipline. The perspective of the Bayesian com-
munity has not been articulated, and their omnipresent likelihood principle opens the door to the
possibility that Bayesians believe in ‘letting the data decide’ in clinical trials.
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Bayesians must send an unmistakably clear message through the clinical trial research commu-
nity about the importance of methodologic rigor in clinical research. They cannot afford to stand
by idly while loosely trained clinical investigators convert the impassioned Bayesian argument
for inclusion of prior information into a lever to pry open the entire case of disciplined research
methodology. Bayesians stand to lose all they have worked so hard for by being asleep at the
switch during this important junction. Bayesian methodologists must act at once to ensure the
scientific community that Bayesian clinical trials must be expertly designed and concordantly
executed.

Step 2: Fix the mistranslation. While Bayesians have made an elegant and mathematically
persuasive argument for the incorporation of prior information into clinical research, they have not
sufficiently differentiated between prior information and prior belief. Thus, clinical investigators
commonly think that their untested and sometimes wild opinions can be formally incorporated
into research as ‘prior knowledge’. This is certainly not the message Bayesians mean to transmit,
yet it is the message many clinical investigators manage to receive. In this regard, Bayesians stand
to make the same mistake that frequentists made with the p-value. It was never the intent of the
field of frequentist biostatistics to allow a small p-value to ‘cover a host of methodologic sins’,
e.g. small sample size and data-driven protocol deviation. Yet because frequentists were asleep at
the switch during that critical junction, the clinical research community must still pay the price
for a research climate contaminated by the ‘0.05 culture’. By remaining mute, Bayesians run the
risk of making an equally catastrophic error.

Step 3: Show us something new. The research paradigm should offer an illumination of biologic
processes and therapy–human interaction. For example, it was the clinical trial paradigm that
revealed the ‘placebo effect’. What such revelation will come from the application of Bayesian
processes? If there are none, then the Bayesian approach will simply be a tepid alternative to the
frequentist perspective, much of whose own luster has been rubbed away by years of difficult
clinical trial experience.

Step 4: Develop realistic prior distributions and loss functions. Many didactic tools begin with
simple priors and loss functions which illuminate Bayesian principles. However, the real clinical
world is a messy place. In order to be truly illuminating, Bayesians need to move away from the
safe haven of uniform prior probabilities, conjugate distributions, and squared error loss. Very few
results can be as impressive as a new research insight that comes from a Bayesian clinical trial
with an illuminating prior distribution and a sensitively constructed loss function. For example
many scientists would rush to embrace Bayesian procedures if Bayesians could construct, however
complex, realistic prior distributions and loss functions that produced real-time Bayes procedures
informing public health officials when to evacuate populations in the face of a hurricane. Similarly,
we need prior distributions and loss functions that do not just support, but also illuminate clinical
research.

Step 5: Actively incorporate counter-intuitive prior information. Experienced clinical trial bio-
statisticians know to follow the peroration of a clinical opinion leader with a healthy dollop of
skepticism. These opinions of clinical thought leaders must not be allowed to imbalance the prior
distributions Bayesians incorporate in clinical trials. To many ill-trained clinical scientists, prior
information is an opportunity to infuse non-fact-based ‘information’ into a trial to influence the
results. A useful rule of thumb might be, the more passionate the investigator, the greater the
protection the priors require from their strongly held opinion. This role would be filled by not
simply a non-informative prior, but a counter-intuitive prior, to actively counterbalance the strong,
frequently wrong opinions of clinical experts.
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Step 6: Banish all discussion of the so-called ‘improper priors’ from clinical research. Clini-
cal scientists have worked hard to master the concepts of probability sufficient to understand the
testing multiplicity dilemma, proportional hazard regression analysis, and the statistical monitoring
of clinical trials. Probability that does not sum to one injects tremendous confusion into an envi-
ronment in which doctors are already struggling with the proper incorporation of prior belief into
their research. Improper priors are a mathematical nicety but an unnecessary clinical conundrum,
distraction, and nuisance.

Step 7: Develop good Bayesian primers for clinical investigators. Bayesian mathematics, while
elegant, are simply too dense at the level they are commonly taught for many physicians with
only a remote exposure to calculus and a one-semester course in statistics. Bayesians need to
write clear simple expositions on what they stand for, and how clinical trials conducted under
the Bayesian paradigm are different from the current state-of-the art frequentist clinical trial
methodology. This can begin during the early basic science years of medical school, when students
can learn to segregate belief from knowledge (the first frequentist course in statistics is commonly
offered during the first two years of medical school). In addition, the Bayesian paradigm can be
demonstrated during a one-semester course in biostatistics that research assistants and clinical trial
project managers commonly complete. Designing such a curriculum will be daunting, but there
is much at stake. An early introduction can provide uninitiated students with a smooth learning
curve easing their way to becoming seasoned Bayesian clinical investigators.
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